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The Relationship Between Income and Wealth Disparities and Negative Real Interest Rates

By Prof Rodrigue Tremblay, February 10 2021

Has a forty-year  trend reached an apex? Indeed,  official  measures of  economic disparities
are at an all-time high. A question that begs to be answered is: to what extent can such a
record inequality be traced back, at least partly,  to the public policies that have been
followed over the last forty years?

The WHO and Big Pharma Rejected by Tanzania: President John Magufuli Says COVID-19
Vaccines Are “Dangerous and Unnecessary”

By Timothy Alexander Guzman, February 10 2021

There is a glimmer of hope in Africa in regards to the Covid-19 world-wide pandemic where
there are no lockdowns, no mandatory facemasks and no required vaccines.

UK Bans China’s CGTN for Being Too Much Like the BBC

By Brian Berletic, February 10 2021

The  British  Office  of  Communications  (Ofcom)  has  pulled  the  license  for  China  Global
Television  Network  (CGTN)  effectively  terminating  its  ability  to  operate  in  the  UK.

Facebook Hires NATO Press Officer as Intelligence Chief
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By Alan MacLeod, February 10 2021

Ben Nimmo, a former NATO press officer and current  senior  fellow at  the Atlantic  Council,
has announced Facebook has hired him to “lead global threat intelligence strategy against
influence operations” and “emerging threats.”

Who Are the Ultimate War Profiteers? A U.S. Air Force Veteran Removes the Veil

By Christian Sorensen, February 10 2021

While  war  corporations,  or  so-called  “defense  contractors,”  make  billions  in  profits,  Wall
Street  is  the  ultimate  beneficiary  of  today’s  nonstop  wars.  The  prosaic  nature  of  war
profiteering—far  from  the  work  of  a  shadowy  cabal—is  precisely  why  the  collusion  is  so
destructive  and  should  be  outlawed.

The Narrative Coup. Real News vs. Fake News

By Nowick Gray, February 10 2021

The mainstream media (MSM) has demonstrated how to stop the spread of real news, under
cover  of  stopping  the  spread  of  a  fake  virus.  In  this  perverse  phase  of  our  cultural
evolution, the simulation is designed to outcompete reality.

Germany’s Ministry of the Interior Hired Scientists to Justify “Tough Corona Measures”

By Anette Dowideit and Alexander Nabert, February 10 2021

The following text is a translation of an article published in Die Welt am Sonntag, which
reveals  a  secret  plan by Germany’s  Ministry  of  the Interior  to  justify  repressive social
measures pertaining to the Covid-19 pandemic.

Big Pharma’s COVID Vaccine

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, February 10 2021

The plan to develop the Covid-19 vaccine is profit driven. The US government had already
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ordered 100 million doses back in July 2020 and the EU is to purchase 300 million doses. It’s
Big  Money  for  Big  Pharma,  generous  payoffs  to  corrupt  politicians,  at  the  expense  of  tax
payers.

Immunologist: Pfizer, Moderna Vaccines Could Cause Long-Term Chronic Illness

By Children’s Health Defense, February 10 2021

In  new research  published in  Microbiology  & Infectious  Diseases,  immunologist  J.  Bart
Classen warns the mRNA technology used in the Pfizer and Moderna COVID vaccines could
create “new potential mechanisms” of adverse events that may take years to come to light.

 

Crisis & Critique: A Trumpist Hangover Prevails in Venezuela

By Prof. Ociel Alí López, February 10 2021

The now former White House special envoy for Venezuela tired himself out in his last weeks
on  the  job,  drafting  sinister  decrees  willy-nilly,  such  as  blocking  Venezuela’s  diesel
purchases and sanctioning opposition politicians and businessmen.
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